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I know it's tiring, especially for me. But today I will explain, once and for all and to whom it may interest, the lure contained in most of the complaints against some people charged with "Anti-Semitism".

Come on! God grant me patience!

Anti-Semitism is a term coined in the late nineteenth century as an alternative to German expression Judenhass (lit. "aversion to Jews") i ii. Obviously, we know that Jews are not the only alleged Semitic group. So unless you know the history of the use of that term, calling someone Anti-Semitic is to assign to this person a morbid hatred of all Arabs, Palestinians, Syrians, etc.

To say that Anti-Semitism, as well as discriminate, segregate, persecute and assassinate alleged Jews, may also include to apply it to whom denounces Jews for some of his crimes, is an attack against freedom of speech and conscience.

If someone denounces a crime of a Jew and the complaint applies to counter-charge of "persecution" or "hate crime", it is evident there a shift of values, in which the accused is no longer likely as others before Law, granting him unjustifiable privileges, even more insidious when we use the posthumous memory of the "persecuted" Jews of the 2nd World War iii.
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Gypsies also make up a certain racial and cultural consistency. However, they never drove any of them, under any motives (religious, cultural or racial supposedly) other peoples out of their own lands, nor claimed billionaire compensations from the defeated in battles.

We can see the same victimizing and aggressive tactics, demonstrated by certain sectors of the Jewish community, being used by the most of radical gayzist activists from LGBT movements, by some Africanist movements, the feminists, abortionists, the communist Left and neo-atheists. Pointing out errors of these and those groups, nowadays, is to mess with upper castes overruling the slaveholding and Christian white society.

Homophobia, racism, Anti-Semitism: infamous labels that use of emblematic cases of the past to intimidate, ideologically, future generations of certain sectors intended to be muted. Meanwhile: a) quotas for all types of minorities (transgenderers, homosexuals, "landless" people, etc.) are created in the public service; b) doctors are forced to denying the Hippocratic Oath and practice killing of babies under threat; c) the right of free (and healthy) historical and scientific investigation into the circumstances of such a "Holocaust" is forbidden.

It is shocking to watch, in the media, a few alleged "good guys" and "Christians" of the Right wing criminalizing suspects raised upon certain crimes of Israel as "hateful attitudes" and, at the same time, criticizing the communists, gayzists and abortionists by victimism and "intellectual dishonesty ". Blatant inconsistency. Or was this condition due to the brainwashing they have suffered in some circles of the Zionist propaganda? Have they ever known that Communism is a materialistic aspect of the ancient Talmudic messianism? iv
Today, the State of Israel is the most terrorist-like, Anti-Semitic and racist power on the Earth, killing children, elders and pregnant women in Palestine. When a Jewish congresswoman proposes "to exterminate the Palestinian mothers, for all the Palestinian people is the enemy" of Israel, is it not a form of Nazism and authentic Anti-Semitism? Israel was to be a secular state, but it became a religious and racist fiefdom in which blacks are expelled from the country and suffer aggression in the streets, with no safety guarantee.

The State of Israel does not represent the whole Jewry of the world, but only a political faction, extension of the European Zionist dominance in the Middle East, most of which is not formed by Jews, but in a fake profession of faith or identity.

The anti-Christianity, through which terrorists financed by "friendly neighbors" of Israel (as both Saudi Arabia and Qatar) lead Christian refugees into thousands of barbaric executions each year, is not criminalized or attacked by the media as is the overpriced Anti-Semitism.

Who might charge the Orthodox Jews of Neturei Karta anti-zionists who preach extinction (politically) of the State of Israel, with Anti-Semitism? Calling Orthodox Jews as Anti-Semitic would be so ridiculous as applying the taint of the homophobic to convicted gays.
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